
nature, in time consumption, and in result. But the 
1 - t students were able to choose two activities th.at had 

011 a reserve reading is • captured their interest, and they pursued them with institute exhausted us. We were with the stu-gusto. Students evaluated the workshops favorably, The r ' day from 8·45 to 4 or 5 o'clock (seldom and the change of pace from the morning discussions dentshev:o~kshop activ1ty stop abruptly at 3) and two and lectures was refreshing for all of us. ,did~ e a week· then we raced home to prepare lectures evenin~:hop mat~rial to grade examinations, and to ~hree ot?e: :egular institut~ featu:es deserve or :o~he material in'each other's fields, !or_we_had mention -- visiting lecturers, field trips, and a film ~a d discussions on.readings in every discipline. series. These ranged from attendance at lectures by to lea r morning coffee break we used for evaluation Carleton College and St. Olaf professors on subjects ,gven ~u nning The students worked hard, too. The related to the week's theme; performances at· the Guthrie and Pa was offered for full college credit at St. Olaf Theatre and guided tours of the Walker Art Museum and 0 ~ou~~: student so requested (57 of the 60 asked for the Minneapolis Institute of Art; a piano recital by if d"t) and we taught it on a college, not a high St. Olaf professor DeWayne Wee of Moussorgsky's "Pie- cl'~o~l ieveL This made the students scramble, es-. tures at an Exhibition" which many students later sc iallY as they encountered unfamiliar vocabl_lla:Y in cited as an institute highlight; a picnic at the P:~iosophy and music lectures. We ~ave two difficult college farm retreat; and experimental and other films '~aminations, including a 2½ hour fina~. Bl_lt the produced by both professionals and college students. e
1 

ss performed exceedingly well, earning high~r . ~gr:des than many college classes. Their academic future 
We had considerable difficulty choosing texts for h the course, especially in determining the balance of looks brig t. primary and secondary works. We finally decided on Most importantly, judging from the six-page evalu-these, all available in paperback: t·on form we gave the students on the last day, the Jacques Barzun, Classic, Romantic and Modern Marcel Brion, Art of tbe Romantic Era J.W. von Goethe, Faust (Abridged version, trans. Louis MacNeice) __ _ 

John B. Halsted, ed., Romanticism 
Howard E. Hugo, ed., The Portable Romantic Reader David Randolph, .This Is Music 
J.-J. Rousseau, The First and Second Discourses Robert D. Spector, Seven Masterpieces of Gothic Horror 

~n~titute -apparently accomplished its pu:poses. It 'rovided an intensive intellectual experience !hat introduced students tocthe breadth of humanistic ~tudies, and excited them for more. In the procei;;s they learned munh about themselves. 

., David L. Wee is assistant professor in the Deportment of English at St. Olof 
College. 

THE NEW COMMONWEALTH: Students displayed the usual widely various reactions WORLD LITERATURE WRITTEN IN ENGLISH to these texts, but their comments have led us to re- BY WILLIAM D. ELLIOTT consider texts for this year. We had them read most of Barzun during the first week, but this proved too Bemidji State College heavy and bored them. If we use Barzun again, we will In its November 1967 Newsletter, M.L.A.'s Group spread out the reading over five weeks, as the students 12 presented the is~ue of what has formerly been called were unable to profit from so much secondary material ,British Commonweal th Literature: during their first few days. Readings in Hugo were as-signed throughout the course. Hugo's anthology is 'World Literature Written in English' has organized topically, and dovetailed well with our own been adopted as the title of our newly-estab-weekly topics, but students tired of reading bits and lished Group to show that our principal concern snippets. Many requested that we assign readings from is the spread of the English language_and !he fewer authors, and that we include one or two long English literary tradition beyond their orig-Romantic novels, such as Wuthering Heights. Faust was inal confines in the British Isles from the popular, but gothic horror they considered camp. Next late sixteenth to the present. (Joseph Jones, summer the readings will include a greater ratio of WLWE Newsletter, November, 1967, 15.) primary sources, with most of the secondary material 
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Comn10nwealth Literature, once the attempt to b:r· early realists that held the. concept of the: eJcpan..-
together all the Ii teratures unde~ the British Emp/~ .tne leisurely Victorian novel in their mi nds· A 
into on4: body for viewing, has experience_d a schola~e. s:i.V1~us combination, _but a t:(pical <;>ne; and so r~pre
gr~wth 1m~ortant to students of literature and teach 1il cuttative of the various na~1onal_litera~ures which_ h 
alike. W1~h the g~ow~h.of the:countri4:s once a Part se~e up world lit~rature "."ritten in English, and whi:_ 
of the Empire, a s1gn1f1cant body of literature has ~ave their own unity within th4: boundar~e~ of a coun 
emerged that must be studied as a part of the tractit· ~ but must be allowed academic rec<;>g~1tion and st udy 
aDd history of English literatµre, since i-t is for t~o-t:~bin and without the country of origin. 
most part written in English apd has been inspired be wi English cultural borrowings, English education, and Y written by English expatriots and emigrants. Perhaps the best example is the Australian novelist, Henry Handel Richardson, author of what is c.onsidered by so to be the Great Australian Novel - her trilogy, The Fortunes of Richard Mahony. She was born in Meloourne actileved lier early education in the English-modeled Presbyterian Women's College of Melbourne, her later education in the Music Conservatory in Leipzig, and spent the rest of her life in London and London society. 

While her influences were Australian in inspiratio her education was British and German; and only by the wildest stretching of the imagination could we consi~ 

It becomes even clearer, indeed, that teachi~g and tudying Henry Handel Richards~n and ~er Austr~ll.~n 5 •iogy must be a process of discovering what is imttltant without the country of origin; and to this P~:t must be included Wole Soyinka in Africa, Hu~h 1acLennan in Canada, and particularly Doris Lessing Md her Children of Violence. We must understand the ~~ntral disciplines of English Literature so th~t, as professor Jones tells us, we can be concerned with "wherever: and whenever the first h~s been u~ed and " the second has appeared in the English-speaking world. (Jones, 15.) 

her literary apprenticeship natively Australian; it~~ 
. . 

its roots in the novels of Hardy and Eliot, and influ-i For the students of any. coll 7ge and high schoo~ in 
ences are even traced, in her trilogy, to her awarenesr- Minnesota, a study of Canadian literature is especially 
of the novel of stream of consciousness as written by 'important; but just as v'i tal is an u~derS t a nd in~ ~f 
Dorothy Richardson and Virginia Woolf. As to her in- the place Canadian literature holds in_the t:adition 
terests in the Australian "tradition," she tells us in of l-i terature as it is and has been written in Engla nd her article, "Some Notes on My.Books": and the world. To such an end,_the stu~y of Mor~ey So far, all the novels about Australia that had come my way had been tales of adventure; and successful adventure: monster finds an"d fortunes made in the gold fields, the hair-raising exploits of bushrangers, 

Callaghan, for example, and Hemingw~y, is useful,_and even the study of Richardson ~nd White of,Australia, and TutuoJa and Soyinka of Africa, serves as a ready 

'

means of comparison in the context of both the_ . Canadian tradition and the larger Britis~ tradition. What must be cultivated is an understanding and a teaching of the comparative literatures t~at_make up this vast body of imaginative work. As William H. 

and so on. But there was another and very different side to the picture, and one on which, to my knowledge, no writer had :,et dwelt. What of the failures, to whose lot neither fortunes nor stir-ring adventures fell? (Henry Handel Richardson, "Some Notes on My Books," Southerly I, 1963, 14.) 

,Her concerns lie, finally, with- the traditions bbtside of Australia, in this case traditions that together make the British tradition important as it was infected by the movements in realism on the Continent; and what we find is not another romantic story of Australian settlement, but a deeply pessimistic vision, born of the most inveterate of realists and 
48 

New tells us in "The Commonwealth ~n Print," paral~els in the commonwealth literatures exist to such a point / that the countries often face similar literary problems. 

The first international conference on Commonwealth literature, held in Leeds i~ 1964, testifies to this. People came to it knowing their own literatures, but left knowing more; more important, they left knowing each other, having di~cove~ed that_pr<;>blems with a language, an ident1ty, an indi-
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genpus people, a relationship with Britain 
and even wit

1
hnthe practical matters of pubii-

cation were some way common to them all 
(William H. New, "Tb.e Commonwealth in Print," 
Canadian Literature 30, Autumn, 1966, 53.) 

William D. Elliott invites students and teachers from Minnesota to his 
session course in Literature of the British Commonwealth, at Bemidji Stu;mer I 
College. 0 t 
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Q€Vl€W O~ Books 

Herbert J. Muller's ",USES OF ENGLISH;' 
REVIEWED BY CLARENCE A. GLASRUD 

Moorhead State College 

In the January issue of the Minnesota English 
Journal,Angela Drometer reviewed John Dixon's Growth 
Through English, the first publication to come from 
the 1966 Dartmouth Seminar. In his preface Herbert 
Muller explains this second volume: 

This book is a report on the proceedings of 
the seminar, designed for the general reader. 
(John Dixon of England has written a report 
addressed to the professional community.) In
asmuch as the discussions ranged all over a 
large subject and produced dozens of papers on 
different topics~ my account is highly selective. 
I have skimmed over some problems that interest 
chiefly specialists. But I o~e some further 
explanation to the general reader, too. 

Before we consider these explanations, let us con
cede that some of us may be drawn to the book because 
it is written by the author of The Uses of the Past: 
Profiles of Former Society (New York; Oxford, 1952; 
available since 1957 in a Galaxi paperback). A pro
fessor of English who can write as a philosopher and 
historian and can use his realistic analysis of past 
civilizations to shed light on our own obviously has 
a special claim on our attention. Professor Muller's 
preface continues: 

One reason I was asked to write this book was 
an odd qualification. I knew little about the 
teaching of English in the elementary and secon
dary schools, which was the primary concern of 
the seminar, and had taken only a casual interest 
in it. It was thought that I would therefore be 
uncommitted, unprejudiced. I soon lost this 
possible virtue, however, as I found the discus
sions uncommonly stimulating and realized more 
fully the importance of the issues at stake. 
Although I have reported in the guise of a de
tached observer, I should emphasize that all 
these issues are highly debatable (a gentle way 
of saying "controversial" - a word frightening 
to some Americans) and that I am not in fact 
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